In this paper, we propose a consensus algorithm with input constraints for traffic light signals in transit signal priority (TSP). TSP ensures control strategy of traffic light signals can be adjusted and applied according to the real-time traffic status, and provides priority for buses. We give the convergence conditions of the consensus algorithms with and without input constraints in TSP respectively and analyze the convergence performance of them by using matrix theory and graph theory, and PTV-VISSIM is used to simulate the traffic accident probability of three cases at intersections. Simulation results are presented that a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weights of priority; the algorithm with input constraints is more suitable for TSP than the algorithm without input constraints, and the traffic accident rate is reduced.
Introduction
Transit signal priority (TSP) improves the operational efficiency of transportation and reduces overall delay at an intersection on a per-person basis. The priority of public transport vehicles is higher than that of ordinary social vehicles in TSP [1] . The strategies of TSP provide the signal priority for the priority vehicle by changing the current signal phase length, phase sequence or inserting dedicated phases without affecting the coordination relationship between traffic light signals [2] . The strategies of TSP include passive priority strategy, active priority strategy and real-time strategy [3] [4] [5] [6] . Passive priority [7, 8] is a strategy of signal timing at an intersection based on historical data without the vehicle detector. Active priority [9] [10] [11] [12] means that if a bus is detected close to the intersection, the method of extending, advancing, increasing or jumping phase is adopted to make the bus pass through the intersection smoothly. Through the GPS(Global Positioning System)and AVL(Automatic Vehicle Location) and other advanced information detection devices to estimate the status of the road network and vehicles, real-time strategy [13, 14] provides priority signal for buses by optimizing, adjusting the signal timing of the intersection or trunk according to the real-time traffic information. Table 1 shows the main strategies and methods of TSP [15] .
The TSP strategies have no significant difference between traffic signal control agents of intersections belonging to the same grid in the road network [16] , but their differences will lead to poor driving experiences, and drivers tend to follow the same TSP strategy in the same grid, otherwise it will affect driving behavior and cause confusion. TSP strategies reaching consensus in the same grid play an important role in driving fluency and safety. The research of the consensus algorithm is widely used in control, traffic and distributed computation and many fields [17] [18] [19] . In 1995, a classical model to simulate the consensus phenomenon of particles was proposed by Vicsek [20] et al., and some interesting results were obtained by simulation. After that, Jadbabaie [21] et al. used the matrix method to analyze the model, and found that the system will eventually reach consensus as long as the network is connected. Reza Olfati-Saber and Murray [22] put forward the theoretical framework of the consensus problem based on the work of Fax and Murray [23, 24] , designed the most general consensus algorithm, and found the algebraic connectivity of the network can characterize the convergence rate of the system, the condition that the algorithm achieves the average consistency is given and the result was extended to the symmetric consistency algorithm with time delay [25] . In the above study, the status updating of an agent is related to the difference between the neighbor agents, and it will change too fast if the difference is too large, the rapid change of TSP strategy leading to many problems in practice, such as traffic signal confusion and inaccurate timing. We focus on solving this problem in this paper, ensuring that the TSP strategy reaches consensus eventually with a smooth rate to avoid serious traffic problems.
An outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the basic knowledge of graph theory and matrix theory to better introduce the consensus algorithm, and the consensus algorithm without input constraints and its convergence conditions are demonstrated. In Section 3, we propose a consensus algorithm without input constraints; conditions and proof of its convergence are given, and stability of the algorithm is proved by the Lyapunov function. In Section 4, the application of the consensus algorithm in TSP and the reasons for adopting input constraint are described in detail. In Section 5, the simulation results are presented. Finally, in Section 6, we make our concluding remarks.
Prior Knowledge and Consensus Algorithm
2.1. Prior Knowledge G = {V, E} represents the topology graph and it is composed of set of nodes V = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} and set of edges E ∈ V 2 . There is an edge between node i and node j if they have information interaction. The nodes are disordered in the undirected graph that is (i, j) ∈ V ⇔ (j, i) ∈ V .The edges have direction in the directed graph.
Suppose G is a directed graph, then: if every vertex is reachable from every other vertex in G then G is a strongly connected graph; the number of head ends adjacent to a vertex is called the in-degree of the vertex and the number of tail ends adjacent to a vertex is its out-degree.
The adjacency matrix A is used to represent the relationship between the nodes, the values in A as follows:
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There is an edge pointing from node i to node j when a ij = 1, the degree matrix D represents the value of in-degree of each node in the graph, and the values in D as follows:
The Laplacian matrix L = D − A represents the relationship between the nodes and the edges in the graph.
Description of Consensus Algorithm
A topology network G = {V, E} is composed of n agents, each node represents an agent
If the state of all agents eventually converges, that is x i − x j → 0 , the system tends to be consistent.
The continuous time consensus algorithm of basic fixed topology [26] is described as:
Lemma 1. Let G be a connected undirected graph. Then, the algorithm in (3) asymptotically solves an average-consensus problem for all initial states [22] .
Lemma 2. Let G be a strongly connected direct graph on n nodes. Then rank(L) = n − 1 and all nontrivial eigenvalues of L have positive real parts. Furthermore, suppose G has c ≥ 1 strongly connected components, then rank(L) = n − c [27] .
Definition 2.
A spanning tree T of an undirected graph G is a subgraph that is a tree that includes all of the vertices of G, with minimum possible number of edges [28] .
Theorem 1.
A topology network G = {V, E} is composed of n agents. Each agent applies the following consensus algorithm (a). If the network G is a strongly connected direct graph, then:
(i) A consensus is asymptotically reached for all initial states; (ii) The group decision value is α = ∑ i ω i x i (0) with ∑ i ω i = 1; (iii) If the direct graph is balanced, an average-consensus is asymptotically reached and α = (∑ i x i (0))/n [22] .
Consensus Algorithm with Input Constraints

Description of Consensus Algorithm with Input Constrains
We proposed a consensus algorithm with input constraints in this paper, it is described as follows:
Obviously, acr tan(x) is a bounded function, and a ij is bounded, so u i (t) is bounded. Consensus Algorithm (4) can realize input constraints in the process of information interaction.
Lemma 3.
The Laplacian matrix D has at least one zero eigenvalue. The other non-zero eigenvalues are in the left half of the complex plane. In particular, when the graph G has a directed spanning tree, the Laplacian matrix D has only one eigenvalue, which is zero [29] .
Lemma 4.
If the Laplacian matrix D has only one zero eigenvalue, when t → ∞ e tL → 1 n ω T , where
Theorem 2. Consensus Algorithm (4) can gradually form consensus, if and only if the corresponding graph G has a directed spanning tree.
Proof. Sufficiency: When the graph G has a directed spanning tree, from Lemma 3, the Laplacian matrix D has only one eigenvalue, which is zero. From Lemma 4, when t → ∞ , x(t) = 1 n ω T x(0), we have x i (t) − x j (t) = 0, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, consensus Algorithm (4) can gradually form consensus.
Necessity: Suppose consensus Algorithm (4) can gradually form consensus and graph G has no directed spanning tree, then there is no information interaction between at least two agents in this system, they cannot reach consensus, it is the opposite of the hypothesis. Proof finished.
Stability Analysis of Consensus Algorithm with Input Constraints
The stability of the consensus algorithm with input constraints in TSP (4) is proved by using the Lyapunov function. (4) is
Proof. Let the Lyapunov function of
Since xarctanx − 1 2 ln(1 + x 2 ) ≥ 0 and a ij ≥ 0, Y is a positive definite function. Its derivation is solved as follows:
For undirected graph:
For directed graph:
Above all, the consensus algorithm with input constraints (4) is stable.
Application of Consensus Algorithm with Input Constraints in TSP
Traffic light signals will be adjusted by TSP strategy according to the real-time traffic condition of intersection when priority vehicles are approaching the intersection. In practice, methods of extending the green phase, suppressing the red phase and adjusting the cycle length are widely adopted. The traffic condition of the intersection determines the weight of priority in TSP, the more serious the congestion at the intersection, the greater the weight, so TSP strategy will provide higher priority for the bus. Signal periods of traffic lights in the same grid are the same, and we set the weight of priority at intersection i as the difference between the phase length of green G i and red R i in this paper, that is
Road network is divided into grids in the study of intelligent transportation. The traffic light signal agents of the intersections belong to the same grid to carry out communication according to a certain topology network. Figure 1 shows the distribution of intersections in a traffic grid. In practice, when the vehicle passes through different intersections belonging to the same grid, different TSP strategies at different intersections will lead to the influence of driving behavior; drivers tend to follow the same TSP strategy in the same grid, the consensus of TSP strategy in all intersections of the same grid will avoid poor driving experience and confusion. Furthermore, the excessive change in traffic light signals during the information interaction will seriously affect the coordination relationship; compared to the consensus Algorithm (3), the consensus algorithm with input constraints during the information interaction is more applicable for the TSP. 
Traffic light signals will be adjusted by TSP strategy according to the real-time traffic condition of intersection when priority vehicles are approaching the intersection. In practice, methods of extending the green phase, suppressing the red phase and adjusting the cycle length are widely adopted. The traffic condition of the intersection determines the weight of priority in TSP, the more serious the congestion at the intersection, the greater the weight, so TSP strategy will provide higher priority for the bus. Signal periods of traffic lights in the same grid are the same, and we set the weight of priority at intersection i as the difference between the phase length of green i G and red i R in this paper, that is = −
Simulation Results
Mathematical Model Establishing
Combined actual situation with graph theory and matrix theory, the topology network of traffic light signal control agents of the intersections belonging to the same grid is shown in Figure 2 , the numbered nodes represent the control agents of traffic lights. The states of the agent represent the weight of priority in TSP, the directed edges represent the relationship of information interaction between the agents, and the corresponding Laplacian matrix in Figure 2 is: 
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In this paper, we set the initial weight of priority P1 (0) = 15, P2 (0) = 10, P3 (0) = 0, P4 (5) = 0, and P5 (0) = 8, respectively. Traffic light signal agents interact information according to the topology network Figure 2 by using consensus algorithm. Eventually the system will converge and be stable, a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weight of priority in the same grid. In this paper, we set the initial weight of priority P1 (0) = 15, P2 (0) = 10, P3 (0) = 0, P4 (5) = 0, and P5 (0) = 8, respectively. Traffic light signal agents interact information according to the topology network Figure 2 by using consensus algorithm. Eventually the system will converge and be stable, a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weight of priority in the same grid. Figure 3 shows the dynamic processes of 5 weights of priority in Figure 2 by using consensus Algorithm (3), the horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical axis represents the weight of priority. It is can be seen from the simulation results, as time goes on, the system converge and be stable eventually, a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weight of transit signal priority in the same grid. Figure 3 shows the dynamic processes of 5 weights of priority in Figure 2 by using consensus Algorithm (3), the horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical axis represents the weight of priority. It is can be seen from the simulation results, as time goes on, the system converge and be stable eventually, a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weight of transit signal priority in the same grid.
Simulation Results of Consensus Algorithm in TSP
The state trajectories and the disagreement function δ 2 associated with consensus Algorithm (3) are shown in Figure 4 . It can reflect the rate of convergence of the consensus algorithm. In this paper, we set the initial weight of priority P1 (0) = 15, P2 (0) = 10, P3 (0) = 0, P4 (5) = 0, and P5 (0) = 8, respectively. Traffic light signal agents interact information according to the topology network Figure 2 by using consensus algorithm. Eventually the system will converge and be stable, a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weight of priority in the same grid. Figure 3 shows the dynamic processes of 5 weights of priority in Figure 2 by using consensus Algorithm (3), the horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical axis represents the weight of priority. It is can be seen from the simulation results, as time goes on, the system converge and be stable eventually, a consensus is asymptotically reached for all weight of transit signal priority in the same grid. Figure 5 shows the dynamic processes of 5 weights of priority in Figure 2 by using consensus Algorithm (4), the state trajectories and the disagreement function δ 2 associated with consensus Algorithm (4) are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 5 shows the dynamic processes of 5 weights of priority in Figure 2 by using consensus Algorithm (4), the state trajectories and the disagreement function δ 2 associated with consensus Algorithm (4) are shown in Figure 6 . It is can be seen from the simulation results that the consensus is also reached for all weight of transit signal priority in the same grid by using consensus Algorithm (4). Figure 5 shows the dynamic processes of 5 weights of priority in Figure 2 by using consensus Algorithm (4), the state trajectories and the disagreement function δ 2 associated with consensus Algorithm (4) are shown in Figure 6 . It is can be seen from the simulation results that the consensus is also reached for all weight of transit signal priority in the same grid by using consensus Algorithm (4). Compared Figure 6 with Figure 4 , the rate of convergence of the consensus Algorithm (4) is slower and smoother than (3) . Information interaction between the nodes is limited and more stable in consensus Algorithm (4), it is more suitable for the signal consensus in the TSP.
Simulation Results of Consensus Algorithm with Input Constraints in TSP
Simulation Results of Probability of Traffic Accidents at Intersections
The above simulation results show the comparison of the convergence rates between the consensus algorithms with and without input constraints. This section will prove that the TSP strategies reaching consensus eventually with a smooth rate can avoid serious traffic accidents through simulation experiments at intersections. The traffic accidents are largely caused by the excessive acceleration of the drivers. According to statistics, most rear-end accidents are caused by the emergency braking of vehicles at the intersection. The different TSP strategies in the same grid will lead to poor driving experiences, and untimely responses to the change in signal strategy can cause the driver to brake too quickly. Traffic simulation tool VISSIM is used to simulate the traffic Compared Figure 6 with Figure 4 , the rate of convergence of the consensus Algorithm (4) is slower and smoother than (3) . Information interaction between the nodes is limited and more stable in consensus Algorithm (4), it is more suitable for the signal consensus in the TSP.
The above simulation results show the comparison of the convergence rates between the consensus algorithms with and without input constraints. This section will prove that the TSP strategies reaching consensus eventually with a smooth rate can avoid serious traffic accidents through simulation experiments at intersections. The traffic accidents are largely caused by the excessive acceleration of the drivers. According to statistics, most rear-end accidents are caused by the emergency braking of vehicles at the intersection. The different TSP strategies in the same grid will lead to poor driving experiences, and untimely responses to the change in signal strategy can cause the driver to brake too quickly. Traffic simulation tool VISSIM is used to simulate the traffic accident probability of 5 intersections in Figure 2 . Three cases are analyzed and compared: TSP without consensus algorithm, TSP with consensus algorithm (3) and TSP with consensus algorithm (4). The same settings for the three simulations are as follows: we assume that when the road load exceeds 50%, there will be a 10% probability of traffic accidents if the acceleration of the vehicle braking is greater than 5 m/s 2 . The VISSIM simulation interface is shown in Figure 7 , we simulated the traffic flow of 5 intersections for a month, and the number of traffic accidents as shown in Table 2 .
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The above simulation results show the comparison of the convergence rates between the consensus algorithms with and without input constraints. This section will prove that the TSP strategies reaching consensus eventually with a smooth rate can avoid serious traffic accidents through simulation experiments at intersections. The traffic accidents are largely caused by the excessive acceleration of the drivers. According to statistics, most rear-end accidents are caused by the emergency braking of vehicles at the intersection. The different TSP strategies in the same grid will lead to poor driving experiences, and untimely responses to the change in signal strategy can cause the driver to brake too quickly. Traffic simulation tool VISSIM is used to simulate the traffic accident probability of 5 intersections in Figure 2 . Three cases are analyzed and compared: TSP without consensus algorithm, TSP with consensus algorithm (3) and TSP with consensus algorithm (4). The same settings for the three simulations are as follows: we assume that when the road load exceeds 50%, there will be a 10% probability of traffic accidents if the acceleration of the vehicle braking is greater than 5 m/s 2 . The VISSIM simulation interface is shown in Figure 7 , we simulated the traffic flow of 5 intersections for a month, and the number of traffic accidents as shown in Table 2 . Simulation results show that, compared with the former two cases, the proposed algorithm with input constraints in TSP reduces the number of traffic accidents in the same grid, and plays an effective role in TSP.
Summary
In this paper, we focus on the TSP strategy consensus problem of the same grid in road networks. Consensus algorithms with and without input constraints are described by using graph theory and matrix theory, and their convergence conditions are proved. The stability of the consensus algorithm with input constraints, which we propose in this paper, is proved by the Lyapunov function. The two consensus algorithms are simulated and analyzed, the simulation results show that: on the premise that both can reach consensus, the algorithm with input constraints converges slower than algorithms without input constraints; the weight of priority varies more gently, it is more suitable for
